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I
The skepticism I propose to discuss concerns the reality of an external world
of perceivable material objects.
 	There are three questions our skeptic may ask. The first is nonmodal and
nonepistemic: Are some of the objects we perceive real? The second is also
nonmodal but epistemic: Do we know, or at least have evidence, that some of the
objects we perceive are real? The third is both modal and epistemic: Can we know,
or at least have evidence, that some of the objects we perceive are real? By
definition, the epistemic questions are the ones the skeptic asks. But I shall take the
first, the nonepistemic question as primary; it is, surely, also the one in which we,
including the skeptic, are really interested. The traditional approach to skepticism
has been to take it as asking one or both of the epistemic questions. I suggest that
this is why what Kant called a scandal to philosophy is still with us. For with that
approach we become preoccupied with so‑called analyses, often rather Ptolemaic in
complexity, of the concepts of knowledge, evidence, justification, of the modality
involved in the third question, and with searching for convincing deductive, inductive,
abductive, coherentist, or whatever, arguments for the reality of an external world.
Surely, the futility of this approach has become evident by now, even though it has
been pursued with great brilliance and with most valuable results on topics other
than skepticism. The two epistemic questions can be answered adequately only if
adequate accounts of the concepts of knowledge and evidence have been provided,
and it would be well, if we can, to avoid the treacherous waters in which such
accounts seem inevitably to founder. To solve the chief problem of epistemology,
we must, I suggest, bypass epistemology. In particular, we must concentrate on the
nonepistemic question, which means that we must approach our topic from the
standpoint of metaphysics, as we should have learned from classical and medieval
philosophy. To understand being qua known or at least knowable, we must first
understand being qua being.
    	I shall use the word "perceive" in the sense sanctioned both by ordinary usage
and by the phenomenological facts, eloquently described by Husserl, namely, that of
a direct awareness or consciousness of a material object, a sense in which it is
perfectly intelligible to speak also of perceiving unreal, nonexistent objects, as in
"Macbeth saw a dagger, but of course not a real dagger." (In Perception H.H. Price                 used "perceptual consciousness" for this broader sense of "perception"). To be sure,                    
perception (e.g., seeing or tactual feeling) is the terminus of a causal chain, but even
if the first link of the chain is the object perceived, perception is not itself that chain.            
Driving 235 miles from Iowa City to Chicago is a causal process, but my being 235                    
miles from Iowa City is not that process at all but a direct spatial relation between                   
me and Iowa City. Of course, if I thought that that or any other relevant causal
process had not taken place, I might be in doubt that I am 235 miles from Iowa City,                  
but the explanation of this is certainly not that the spatial relation is the causal                          
process. I should also add that if the unreal object of perception is a dagger, then
of course it would fall under the sortal "material object;" it is hardly a mental event,              
like a pain, or an abstract entity, 1ike a number. I have defended these assumptions,                     
which amount to an unabashed direct realism, elsewhere in detaill and will leave                       
them here undefended. Let me only note that they involve neither a commitment                           
to a jungle ontology nor lack of a robust sense of reality. Unreal objects do not                        
make a jungle or anything else, and one who allows for unreal objects is precisely                    
one who is robustly aware of the difference between them and real objects.                                 
It is striking that, though the skeptic questions the reality of material objects,  
especially of those we perceive, in recent discussions of skepticism there is very little               
said about the concept of reality. The detailed discussions of knowledge, evidence,                     
and justification proceed as if it mattered little what precisely is that of which we                   
may or may not have knowledge, or evidentially based or justified beliefs about. This                  
was not always the case. For example, Plato in effect undercut the motivation                             
behind skepticism by denying that the objects of sense perception have real being.                        
And Augustine followed in his footsteps by writing about the academic skeptics:                      
"Whatever argument they raise against the senses has no weight against all
philosophers. For there are those who admit that whatever the mind receives                            
through a sense of the body, can beget opinion, but they deny (that it can beget)                          
knowledge which, however, they wish to be confined to the intellect and to live in the                 
mind, far removed from the senses."2 In modern philosophy we are familiar with                        
Berkeley s view that in the case of the objects of perception to be is to be perceived,                  
whether by oneself or by another, including God. We are also familiar with John                           
Stuart Mill's view that the reality of a material object is nothing but the permanent                     
possibility of certain sensations. And we know that Heidegger sought an understanding 
of Being by explicitly denying that it is a being and hoped for a very special grasp              
of it, one grounded in an interpretation of Time.
What accounts for the scarcity of such bold opinions in recent Anglo‑                               
American epistemology? I suggest it is the influence of Russell's view of reality, or                    
existence, as what is expressed by the so‑called existential quantifier, his view that                
The notion of existence has several forms ... but the fundamental form is that                        
which is derived immediately from the notion of "sometimes true." We say that an                       
argument a "satisfies" a function φχ if φχ is true ... Now if φχ is sometimes true, we               
may say there are χ's for which it is true, or we may say "arguments satisfying φχ                     
exist." This is the fundamental meaning of the word "existence." Other meanings                       
are either derived from this, or embody mere confusion of thought.3 (The view had                       its origin, of course, in Frege, but it was Russell who forced it on contemporary
Anglo‑American philosophy.) But even if we agree that there is such a notion of
existence, it obviously presupposes another, more fundamental notion, the one we
would employ in deciding what to count as arguments satisfying a propositional
function and what to not so count. Do both Pegasus and Secretariat satisfy the
function "x is a horse," or does only Secretariat? Clearly, Russell would have said
the latter, Meinong the former, and we would be back to the old disagreement
between them that Russell thought he had resolved with his definition. Contrary to
what Russell said about the need for a robust sense of reality, both he and Meinong
had plenty of that sense, and both would have agreed that Pegasus never existed
while Secretariat did. But in so agreeing they would have employed what I called
the more fundamental notion of existence, which neither of them elucidated. I shall
use the words "existence" and "reality" as synonyms, though the latter has a much
more vivid sense in ordinary usage, especially when applied to objects of perception
and imagination, and is less likely to be confused with what is expressed by the so‑
called existential quantifier.
     	What is this more fundamental notion of existence? As my example may
already have suggested, there is nothing particularly mysterious about it, though it
does require philosophical explanation. It is our ordinary concept of existence, or
reality, freely employed in singular existential statements. But what is the content
of that concept? On the surface, there is no particular mystery about this either. It
is the element of truth in Mill's view, and freed from his sensationalist phenomen‑
alism it can be stated simply as follows: For a thing to exist is for it to be
indefinitely identifiable. Or, shifting terminology, we may say that for a thing to exist
is for there to be an indefinite number of perspectives on it, even if no one occupies
them. In Frege's terminology, though not view, for a thing to exist is for it to possess
an indefinite number of modes of presentation, even if it actually presents itself to
no one. Frege explicitly held that the reference of an expression has an inexhaustible
number of modes of presentation. He explained his notion of the sense of an
expression as that wherein the mode of presentation is contained. The notion of a
mode of presentation was therefore for him the more fundamental and no longer
semantic notion. And, by implication, he allowed that a mode of presentation need
not be a mode of presentation of something that exists; to use his own example, the
name "Odysseus" perhaps has no reference, but it does have a sense, and therefore,
we must say, there is a mode of presentation contained in that sense.4 And, indeed,
this is how we do employ the concept of existence, though we do not use the
technical terminology I have used. The kernel of common sense in phenomenalism
is that we regard a material object as existent, as real, only if we believe that it can,
in principle, be perceived or in some other manner detected on an indefinite number
of occasions and by an indefinite number of observers. And we regard an object as
hallucinatory when we believe that it cannot.
    	 Perhaps this preliminary account of existence also fits the Stranger's
suggestion, in Plato's Sophist (247e‑248e), that being is power. We ascribe existence
(being, reality) to what is not subject to our whim or wishful thinking, to what we
must be prepared to confront on any number of occasions in any number of ways,
to what places an ineliminable constraint on our perceptions and thoughts. Even if
we tried to eliminate that constraint by destroying the thing, it was such a constraint               
before we destroyed it and this fact was perhaps our reason for destroying it. But,                   
after its destruction, ironically, the thing continues to constrain our memories and                  
beliefs, it continues to need to be taken into account, to have intellectual power over               
us.
   	  But however attractive these accounts of existence may be, they are not enough.
 Modal notions, such as Mill's "possibility," cry out for explanation;
subjunctive conditionals, essential to any officially phenomenalist account, are                      
probably the most unclear kind of statement; the Fregean notion of a mode of                         
presentation, as well as my appeal to the notion of a perspective, hardly suffice; and               
Plato's appeal to the notion of power may much too easily suggest some cheap (and                     
almost certainly circular) causal theory. We cannot rest with the general idea of  
existence as indefinite identifiability, attractive though it is, even though for                    
terminological brevity I shall continue to employ the phrase. At the risk of offending                
the reader's logical sensibilities, I suggest that we replace it with the idea that a thing           
exists if and only if there is an indefinite number of objects each identical with it,               
whether or not we have ever encountered any of them. (There is no circularity here.                    
Once we have got beyond Russell's defined notion of existence, we have no special                     
motive for insisting that "there are" and "there exist" are synonyms. If you feel                     
otherwise, simply replace all statements of the form "There are things that are F"                   
with statements of the traditional and less wordy form "Some things are F").                         
In speaking of an object as identical with other objects, I am merely accepting the fact (to which, of course, I shall return) that an informative identity‑judgment is                
always about "two things," even though if true these "two" things are one thing. The                  
terminology is awkward, but unavoidable because it is of the essence of our language,                 
and thus expressive of the essence of our thought. My use of it certainly is not                      
intended to imply that two entities, beings, may be identical. It may be helpful to say,              
though with gross terminological and historical inaccuracy, that what it does imply                   
is that two intentional objects may be identical, as long as we allow that an intentional             
object need not be actually intended by anyone. Elsewhere, 5 I try to remove the                       
awkwardness by explaining in detail a distinction between entities and objects, but                   
I shall not complicate the present discussion by repeating that explanation.                          
But now we must face what indeed is mysterious concerning the concept of 
existence, though the concept itself is not mysterious. In effect, I have offered an
account of it in terms of the concept of identity. But what is the content of the                     
concept of identity? Like Hegel,6 Wittgenstein ridiculed (I believe with justification)               
the usual view that identity is a relation that everything has to itself and to nothing
else. He wrote: 
215. But isn't the same at least the same?                                                            
We seem to have an infallible paradigm of identity in the identity of a thing
with itself. I feel like saying: "Here at any rate there can't be a variety of
interpretations. If you are seeing a thing you are seeing identity too."                             
Then are two things the same when they are what one thing is? And how am                     
I  to apply what the one thing shows me to the case of two things?7
                                                                                                     
     	Well, what about the case in which we apply the concept of identity to "two"
things? We must not suppose that any such application would be false, on the
grounds that two things cannot be one. Genuine, informative identity statements are
always about things that are given, presented, as two, though, if the statement is true,
they are in fact one. This is the lasting lesson yet to be learned from Frege's
distinction between the entity referred to by an expression and the different modes
in which that entity is presented.
     	Presumably, if there were such a thing, such a being, as identity, it could only
be a relation. So, let us ask ourselves whether the genuine, informative applications
of the concept of identity imply that between the so‑called "two" things there is a
relation that might be called identity. Let us consider some cases so simple that if
such a relation were present it would surely be readily discernible.
    	 I am now reading this page of my paper. Is the page I am holding now in my
hands the same as the page I held a few moments ago? Of course. I have no doubt
that it is. But is my confidence based on my discerning a relation of identity between
the page I hold now and the page I held a few moments ago? Surely not. If any
doubt about their identity arose, I might appeal to the fact that the "two" pages have
certain common characteristics and occupy the same place and that at each moment
during the period in question there has been in that place, in my hands, a page with
those characteristics. By doing so I would seem to be justifying my application of the
concept of identity. But is this really so, or am I rather just describing the situation
in greater detail in order to display my conformity to my habit of employing the
concept of identity? The facts to which I appeal are not themselves the identity, for
they can be admitted and the identity denied. But neither does the "justification"
consist in my inferring from the facts to which I appeal that there is, in addition to
those facts, a relation between the page I hold now and the page I held earlier, a
relation that might be called identity. If there were such a relation, why could I not
discern it directly? Surely it is not hidden in the way the molecules constituting the
page are hidden. And many philosophers have denied, by implication, that the page
I hold now and the page I held earlier are identical, for they have denied that there
are continuants, that there are, in David Lewis’s terminology,8 enduring rather than
just perduring, individual things, and have argued that ordinary individual things such
as this page are really series of momentary things that are the former's temporal
parts, in the general sense of "part" in which they are said to have also spatial parts;
and who would identify two spatial parts of a thing just because they are parts of the
same thing? Other philosophers have disagreed, and have argued, by implication,
that the page I hold now and the page I held a few moments ago are not two
momentary objects but rather are literally identical, one and the same object, which
merely happens to exist now as well as to have existed a few moments ago, though
presumably undergoing some alteration. I am not interested now in taking a stand
on this controversy. It suffices for my present purposes that there has been such a
controversy. How is this to be explained? Surely not by saying that one of the
parties in the controversy was fortunate enough to see a relation of identity between,
e.g., the page I hold now and the page I held earlier, while the other was not, or that
one saw that there is no such relation while the other imagined one. And to appeal to
 the Leibniz-Russell definition of identity would be obviously wrongheaded;
Whether the page I hold now has the property of having been held by me a few
moments earlier, which the page I held then does have, can be decided only if first
we decide whether it is identical with the page I held a few moments ago. Identity
is the ultimate criterion of complete coincidence of properties, not vice versa. This
especially evident in my next example.
 	The color of this page, let us suppose, is exactly similar to the color of the
next page. Do I detect a relation of identity between the color of the one and the
color of the other? Most philosophers have held that it is false that the color of one
page can be identical with the color of another page, because they have denied the
existence of universals. Suppose that they, the so‑called "nominalists," are right.
Are then their opponents, the so‑called "realists," just imagining a relation that is not
there? Or suppose that the realists are right. Are the nominalists then just partially
blind philosophers, who fail to see a relation that is there? In this example surely
there can be no question of the relation of identity being hidden and therefore
having to be inferred, or of inferring the identity of the colors from the coincidence
of their properties. Do I know that the color of this page has the property of being
instantiated by the next page, which the color of the next page does have? Only if
I first know that the colors are identical. Of course, one could hold that the concept
of identity has no legitimate informative applications at all, that there is no individual
identity through time or qualitative identity or personal identity or any other kind of
genuine identity, that all things are in a Heraclitean (we may also say Humean) flux.
In the Theaetetus Plato showed that such a view entails that no coherent thought or
speech is possible.
Let us say that a concept is transcendental if it applies to objects even though
it stands for nothing in, of, or between objects. In effect I have suggested that the
concept of identity is transcendental, and if the concept of existence is understood
in terms of the concept of identity as I have also suggested, then it too is transcen‑
dental in this sense.  But what then justifies its application in the primitive,
noninferential cases? How do we tell that A is indeed identical with B, and with C,
and D, etc., and then perhaps conclude that it exists, is real? Ultimately, I suggest,
the answer is that we just find ourselves applying the concept, that we "see" A and
B as identical, and, say, M and N as not identical, that we conform to a certain
conceptual habit. And by "habit" I mean simply what we generally find ourselves
doing in certain situations, not any scientific or metaphysical state that supposedly
explains" what we do. (A few lines after the passage I quoted earlier, Wittgenstein
writes, in connection with the justification of supposing that one is following the same
rule, ‘If I have exhausted the justifications I have reached bedrock, and my spade is
turned. Then I am inclined to say: "This is simply what I do".) This, I suggest, is
the kernel of truth in conceptual irrealism, an issue much discussed today. (It
becomes especially vivid when we consider the otherwise hopeless puzzles about
personal identity.) Contrary to what philosophers such as Nelson Goodman and
Hilary Putnam have held, we may judge the adequacy of our conceptual scheme and
of our language by comparing them with reality, with the identities and differences
we ascribe to objects and especially to properties, but we cannot do this with the
concepts of identity and existence themselves, since they constitute our measures in
any such comparison and can do so precisely because they stand for nothing in the
world.
   	 The concept of identity (or of reality) has applications to things yet it does not
itself stand for any thing, whether an individual, a property, or a relation. It is better
thought of as imposed by ourselves on the manifold of the objects we confront in
perception, imagination, and thought. But how exactly this is to be understood is a
question of insuperable difficulty. In the Prolegomena to Any Future Metaphysics,
after arguing that "nature in the material sense" is possible only "by means of the
constitution of our sensibility," and that nature "in the formal sense" is possible only
"by means of our understanding," Kant wrote: "But how this peculiar property of
our sensibility itself is possible, or that of our understanding and of the apperception
which is necessarily its basis and that of all thinking, cannot be further analyzed or
answered, because it is of them that we are in need for all our answers and for all
our thinking about objects."9 One need not be a Kantian to acknowledge that at
least with respect to the concepts of identity and reality no explanation of their origin
or possibility can be given, since any such explanation must presuppose them.
Anyone who thinks that it can be given by science, or by some facts about our
language or about our culture, simply has failed to sense the depth of the issue.
  	   The crucial fact about existence, which Kant also noted,10 is that it cannot
be thought of as a property of objects. It certainly is not observable, and it would
be ludicrous to suppose that it is somehow hidden in or behind the object that exists.
I have suggested that we should think of it as the indefinite identifiability of the
object to which it is ascribed, in the sense that there is an indefinite number of
objects with each of which it is identical. This fits our actual conception of what it
is for the object in an ordinary case of perception to exist, and resembles the
philosophical conception behind the accounts offered by phenomenalists as well as
by phenomenologists (for example, Mill, Husserl, Sartre). It is to be able to see the
object again, to touch it, perhaps smell it, taste it, or hear it, in various circumstances
and in agreement with the perceivings by other persons. But the view I have
suggested is, I believe, superior to the phenomenalist and the phenomenological
views, and much closer to common sense, in at least two respects: (1) it appeals to
the identity of the objects, rather than to their synthesis as discrete existents, whether
sense‑data or appearances or profiles (abschattungen), a synthesis notoriously difficult
to elucidate, and (2) it avoids any appeal to subjunctive conditionals in its account
of what it is for a perceptual object to be indefinitely identifiable. An object exists
if and only if there is an indefinite number of objects with each of which it is
identical.
    	But identity is not a relation or anything else. It is not an entity, a being. It
falls under no category, nor is it itself a category, a summum genus. (Is it just a
coincidence that this is exactly what Aristotle said about being?) This is why the
identity of an object with "another" object is not a matter of fact, something to be
discovered. It is imposed by us, it is the result of a conceptual decision by us. And
that there is an indefinite number of objects with each of which the object is
identical, and thus that it exists, is simply our expectation to be willing to impose the
concept of identity in any relevant context we may be presented with. It is not
something we discover, it is something we decide, or expect to decide, as it should
be if what I have said about identity is true and if reality is reducible to identity.

II
    	 We are now ready for our discussion with the skeptic, a discussion based on
the preceding considerations regarding the concept of reality. My answer to him can
be given a blunt summary as follows. Reality is not an object of knowledge or
evidentially based belief, it is an object of decision, and thus the skeptic's question
whether we know or even have evidence with respect to any perceptual object that
it is real does not even arise, indeed it cannot be sensibly asked. And the skeptic's
own answer to that question, namely that we do not, perhaps even cannot, know or
even have evidence that the object is real is not false but still it is untrue, for there
is no genuine question to which it is an answer. (Of course, the same applies also
to the standard anti‑skeptical answer, but this is hardly something the skeptic can
appeal to in support of his answer). The reality of the object which the skeptic
questions is not a matter of fact, which we may or may not have knowledge of, or
evidence for, in the way we may or may not have knowledge of, or evidence for,
other matters. It is something we ourselves impose on the object. The imposition
cannot be true or false, right or wrong, though it can be genuine or facetious (i.e.,
a genuine, serious application of the concept or merely a whimsical utterance of an
identity‑sentence.) Of course, I am speaking here only of the primary, noninferential
judgments of reality. Inferential judgments, for example about the reality of objects
in the distant past, can be mistaken at least in the sense that the inference can be
invalid. And I allow that the decision to impose the concept, like any other decision,
may vary in degree of firmness. It can range from being almost automatic to being
quite hesitant. But its degree of firmness, too, does not admit of genuine justifica‑
tion or explanation; there can be no question of its being reasonable or unreason‑
able.
There lies the untruth of skepticism. But there is also the truth of it, much
deeper than the tautology that if reality is not a matter of knowledge then we can
have no knowledge of it. For we may change our applications of the concept, and
what we count as real now we may not count as real tomorrow. We may be
determined now that we will not make a change, but we do not know or even have
evidence now that we will not. Future applications of a concept are future decisions,
and these, the skeptic would say, we cannot know or even have evidence for. To that
extent, and in that very special sense, the skeptic is right in holding that we cannot
know or even have evidence that any perceived object is real. We can hardly object
to what he says without getting into the hopeless search for suitably convenient
accounts of knowledge and evidence which we forswore at the very beginning. And
with respect to future decisions his case has appeal also to common sense and many
philosophers who are not skeptics about the external world. Indeed, as I have
argued in detail elsewhere,11 according to the only concepts of knowledge and
evidence the skeptic finds both relevant and intelligible, namely the traditional,
 roughly Cartesian but also Humean ones, of knowledge as the inconceivability of
 mistake and of evidence as entailing that for which it is evidence, the skeptic must
 be right. Obviously we could have no such knowledge or evidence about future
 decisions.
 	If what I have said so far is true, then indeed there is a sense in which we
 make the world ourselves, and thus we may endorse Nelson Goodman's assertion
 that "even within what we perceive and remember, we dismiss as illusory or
 negligible what cannot be fitted into the architecture of the world we are build‑
 ing,"12 as long as we keep in mind that we make the world ourselves only in virtue
 of the special character of the concept of identity, not by just "adopting" a certain
 language or theory or symbolic or conceptual scheme. My view differs from the
 familiar forms of global conceptual irrealism (including Goodman's) by being orderly,
 hierarchical, uniquely focused, by being committed to conceptual irrealism ultimately
 only with respect to identity.
 	But let us now get to some details. There are several levels on which the
 original skeptic, the one unmoved by what I have said, may ask her epistemic
 question. On each of the initial three levels, she would have an obvious objection
 to the answer I shall offer, an objection bound to occur to you. But I shall not even
 mention these objections because all of them will receive a general, though qualified,
 response later.
On what presumably is the most fundamental level, that of identity‑judgments
intended, as we say, to confirm the reality of presently perceived visual and tactual
objects (this level is fundamental because our conception of the world is almost
entirely visual and tactual, and of course the present has an obvious epistemological
priority), the skeptic may ask, How do I know that the object I am touching now is
the same as the object I see before me now? The answer is that, in such a primary,
noninferential case (I assume it is such, though in special circumstances it might not
be), I just "see," immediately conceive, the objects as identical, as being one and the
same object, thus establishing their reality in the way probably most familiar to us.
(If I suspect that the seen object is hallucinatory I try to touch it, and if I suspect
that the touched object is hallucinatory I try to see it.) I impose on them the
concept of identity and thus the concept of reality. No inference from their
perceived qualities need take place.
 	 We can now go further and say that if we adopt a direct realist position with
respect to memory, as we did with respect to perception, then we can reply to the
skeptic’s question on the second most fundamental level, that of the application of
the concept of identity and thus of the concept of reality to cases involving a
presently perceived and a remembered object. I cannot engage here in a detailed
discussion of memory. It ought to be enough to point out that direct realism with
regard to memory can be defended along lines quite similar to those of a defense of
direct realism with regard to perception. Corresponding to a theory of perception
according to which what we are directly aware of, presented with, in perception is an
idea, or a sense‑datum, or a way of being appeared to, would be the imagist or some
other kind of representational theory of memory, namely, a theory that whatever else
memory involves, when occurrent it involves the direct awareness only of a mental
image or some other mental representation. That this view has no phenomenological
plausibility even in the case of the pure imagination was eloquently shown by Sartre
in his two books on the imagination. To imagine Peter is to be directly conscious of
Peter, not of some mental photograph of Peter. And we may now say, to remember
Peter as he was perceived on a certain previous occasion is to be directly conscious
of Peter as he was perceived then, not of a memory picture or representation of him.
(It's high time that we expelled this ghost from the machine!) Also analogously to
perception, in memory we expect there to be a causal connection between what is
remembered and the remembering. But this is no more a reason for accepting a
causal theory of memory than the analogous expectation in the case of perception
is a reason for accepting a causal theory of perception. And, finally, of course the
remembered object or event is in the past, while the rememberer while remembering
it is in the present. But such a temporal distance is no more paradoxical than the
spatial distance usually present between what is perceived and the perceiver.
Incidentally, this suggests the obvious solution to the so‑called time‑gap argument.
If direct realism with respect to memory is granted, then my answer to the
skeptic's question on the second level would be, mutatis mutandis, the same as my
answer on the first level. In the primary, noninferential cases on the second level I
again impose the concept of identity and thus the concept of reality on the presently
perceived and the remembered objects; I don't infer their identity from their
perceived and remembered properties, nor of course do I perceive it. (Descartes's
example of the piece of wax that is judged as he says by "the mind," not by the
senses, to remain the same even through a virtually complete change of its
observable properties illustrates the point I have just made, whatever Descartes's
actual intentions might have been.) So it would seem that now we can be assured
of the reality not only of some present, but also of some past objects, namely, all
those we identify, through memory, with presently perceived objects. The man I
remember was real because he is identical with the man I now perceive.
The third level on which the skeptic's question can be asked is that of public
identifiability, e.g., my identification of what I perceive with what you perceive, surely
a crucial mode of what we call confirming the reality of an object. Unfortunately,
I cannot deal with it here in the detail it deserves. The reason is that to do so would
require an inquiry into the nature, indeed the existence, of the self, or ego. Hume
denied that he found any such thing through introspection. When in The Transcen‑
dence of the Ego Sartre denied that consciousness has inhabitants, he had in mind
mainly an ego (though he allowed that an ego can be an object of consciousness as
external, transcendent, to consciousness). In "A Defense of Common Sense,"
Moore also expressed doubts about the existence of an ego. In the Tractatus Logico‑
Philosophicus Wittgenstein explicitly denied it. And so did Husserl in the Logical
Investigations though not in Ideas. If we were to accept this position, as I am inclined
to do,l3 then the distinction between oneself and the other becomes extremely
murky, as Derek Parfitl4 has shown eloquently and at great length, and so does the
notion of public vs. private identifiability. But what is not murky, and is sufficient
for our present purposes, is that there cannot be a drastic divergence between my
applications of the concept of identity and another's. For the other is recognizable by me as someone capable of judgments I must take into account, only as long as she
(generally) uses the concept of identity, and thus of reality, as I do. If she does not,
not only would I not understand what she says, I would not regard any of the sounds
she makes as statements. This is why, though irrealist with respect to the concepts
of identity and reality, our view is not relativist. In this latter respect there is some
similarity between what I have just said and what Donald Davidson has argued, in
a quite different way, and with a very different motivation, in his paper "The Very
Idea of a Conceptual Scheme."l5
The skeptic may now ask her question on a fourth and much more difficult
level: How do I know that the identifiability of the objects, on any of the previously
discussed three levels, is indefinite, which is what the existence, the reality, of an
object must consist in, according to your account? My provisional answer is that no
sense can be given to the idea of an object's being genuinely (i.e., not facetiously or
whimsically) identified on one occasion but not being identifiable on any number of
other occasions, whether by oneself or by others. What matter of fact could possibly
prevent such identifications? (Of course, the object may cease to exist, but even so
it would have been indefinitely identifiable before it ceased to exist and, through
memory, even after it ceased to exist.) The reason is that because of the very nature
of the concept of identity there is nothing to prevent us or others from making the
additional identity‑judgments, for the application of the concept of identity is a
matter of decision, though certainly not a whimsical or capricious one.
    	 For example, if the object seems nowhere to be found again, instead of
judging that it was hallucinatory we always have the option to rule that it has ceased
to exist, or for some reason has become permanently inaccessible. If after the initial
identification of a cube, on any of the first three levels, no further identification
seems possible, if after identifying what I see now with the cube I saw earlier I no
longer see before me anything that I would identify with the cube, nor does anyone
else, we have the option to decide that the cube has simply ceased to exist, or has
moved to where it cannot (as a matter of fact, not of logic) be perceived. I have
emphasized the words "rule" and "decide." Judgments of reality are ultimately
judgments of identity and these cannot be expressive of discoveries, since there is
nothing to discover; they are expressive of decisions. Which decision we make might
be motivated by our general conception of the world, by how seriously we take our
ordinary causal assumptions and what science tells us, by what actual perceptions we
find ourselves having, perhaps even by our moral concerns. But it would not be
justified by these, for our conception of the world, our ordinary causal assumptions,
our acceptance of science, our understanding of our perceptions, and our moral
concerns all presuppose other judgments of reality and thus applications of the
concept of identity.
   	A present judgment of reality expresses also a determination to be willing to
make identity judgments about the object on future suitable occasions. And the
skeptic may now say that we cannot know what our future perceivings will be, i.e.,
whether any suitable occasions will present themselves, and thus that we cannot know
 the reality of any present or past objects since it could be disconfirmed by our future
 perceivings. But what matters is not just the bare fact of our future perceivings but
also what they will be, and this is indistinguishable from how we shall conceptualize
them, i.e., what conceptual decisions we shall make, with respect to identity and
difference between their objects and the objects of past and present perceivings. For
there is nothing to prevent us from identifying the object of any future perceiving
with the object of any past or present perceiving. Of course, the occurrence of the
future perceiving is an objective matter, it is not the result of conceptualization. But
it is epistemically relevant only insofar as it is conceptualized. A conceptual irrealist,
whether global or only with respect to the concept of identity, is not a peculiar sort
of idealist who would regard the occurrence of a perceiving as merely a conceptual
matter.
 	So the skeptic may only hold that we cannot know or even have evidence for
what our future perceivings will be because we cannot know or even have evidence
for what our conceptual decisions about them will be. Presumably she would hold
this because she holds in general that we cannot know or even have evidence for
what our future decisions, of whatever kind, will be. But this would hardly be news.
It would no longer be skepticism about the external world, but either a legitimate
epistemological claim about future decisions or perhaps even a general view about
the human condition, one eloquently defended by Sartre and of course by many
others.
But suppose that I made the initial identity judgment about the seen and the
touched objects in a hallucination, but now believe, as presumably I would, that the
object is not indefinitely identifiable, indeed that it is not identifiable at all, whether
by myself or by others, in other words that I just had a hallucination. Of course, as
I have already remarked, there is nothing in the world or in logic to prevent me from
continuing to make identity‑judgments about it, e.g, to identify it with the very first
object I happen to perceive in the future. But this would be whimsy. So what
should I do in such a case? Clearly, I want to count the object as unreal and equally
clearly when I perceived it I made a genuine identity‑judgment about it. Does it
follow that identification on one occasion does not imply indefinite identifiability,
and thus that either the concept of reality has to be understood in a way other than
the one I have proposed or we must be willing to say that a genuine identity‑
judgment can be wrong, thus allowing the skeptic to ask us how we can know with
respect to any such identity judgment that it is not wrong? No, there is another
alternative. Just as there is nothing to prevent us from making an identity‑judgment,
there is nothing to prevent us from withdrawing a previously made identity‑judgment,
not in the sense of counting it as false but in the sense of no longer subscribing to
it, no longer taking it into account, exactly as we may no longer subscribe to or
remain bound by a previous decision on any other matter, say, the pursuit of a
certain course of action. And if the skeptic asks, How do I know on any particular
occasion that the identity‑judgment I am making will not be withdrawn in the future,
my reply would be the same as the one I gave earlier. We may not know or even
have evidence for what our future decisions or cancellations of past decisions will be,
but for familiar general reasons, not for any reasons specific to skepticism about the
reality of an external world.
For example, this is how we should respond to the most familiar question the
skeptic may ask: How do I know that I am not dreaming now? For even if I make
identity‑judgments when dreaming, she would say, obviously the objects so identified
would not be indefinitely identifiable, whether by others or by myself when I wake
up, except when we are dreaming of objects that happen to be real. But the cash‑
value of the question, How do I know that I am not dreaming now?, lies in the
possibility of my presently having the experience of what we call awakening from a
dream and finding that what I had dreamt about is no longer identifiable by me or
by others, at least not as it was perceived in the dream. What is this experience?
For our purposes its only relevant feature is that it is the coming to accept the reality
of the objects now perceived and to reject the previously accepted reality of the
objects perceived in the dream. On what grounds would the former be done?
Ultimately, on our finding ourselves applying or being ready to apply the concept of
identity to the newly perceived objects in informative ways. And the grounds for the
rejection of the reality of the previously (in the dream) perceived objects is our no
longer applying or being willing to apply that concept to them with respect to the
newly perceived objects. Now, our theory requires us to say that this would also
involve our withdrawing the identity‑judgments we remember making in the dream,
but this is easily acceptable to common sense. Was the car I dreamt I drove the
same as the car I dreamt purchasing? We may say in our dream report that it was,
but we have no genuine motivation for insisting that it was. If the identity‑judgment
is questioned, we may just shrug off the question by saying, Well what does it matter
whether the car was or was not the same, it was just a dream after all. More
complicated is the case in which we say we dreamt of an object that we now perceive
when awake and regard as real (e.g., one dreamt of one's real car). One possible
view is that there is no answer to the question whether the latter is really the same
as the dreamt object or merely resembles it in many respects. What is the cash‑value
of the question whether you dreamt of your real car or merely took for granted in
your dream that a certain similar car was your car? But another, more plausible,
answer is that the identity judgment would not be, need not be, withdrawn and thus
the reality of the object rejected, on the grounds that that in the dream which is
unreal is not the object but the situation one dreams the object to be in, e.g., that
one is observing it from a certain place. But if the whole situation constituting the
"dream" is identifiable, then of course it is real and there is no dream.
But, the skeptic will ask, How do you know that you will not presently have
the experience of awakening from a dream and hence withdrawing the identity‑
judgments you made in the dream and then making very different ones? The answer
is that nothing compels me to describe, to conceptualize, any experience I have as
one of awakening from a dream. I could keep my present judgments and not make
new, radically different, ones. I could regard the objects perceived in the dream as
real and the objects perceived after the dream as unreal. I could even conceptualize
the experience as one of falling asleep and beginning to dream! Which I shall do is
perhaps something I do not know now. But whatever I do, the resulting conceptual
restructuring of my world is my work, and there is no room in it for false belief, for
mistake about reality, there is room only for changing the decisions I make. There
is nothing to which we can appeal in answering the question, How do I know that I am not dreaming now?, for what is at issue is reality and therefore, ultimately,
identity, and identity is not a relation or anything else in the world the presence of
which may justify our applications of the concept of identity.
To reach this conclusion is not to accept skepticism. It is to deprive
skepticism of its central presupposition: that the distinction between reality and
unreality, which is rooted in the distinction between identity and nonidentity, is a
distinction between matters of fact. Ultimately, it is we who impose that distinction
on the objects we confront. This is why, ordinarily, we take Descartes's dream‑
argument as a mere intellectual puzzle. We are the source of the reality of our
world, and the possibility of our finding ourselves presently awakening from a dream
is not regarded by us as a genuine possibility, or even just as an improbability. It is
excluded as a genuine possibility, not because it involves logical contradiction or
violates causal laws, but because it is alien to our present world, for the reality of
which we alone are responsible. A fortiori, it is excluded also as just an improbabili‑
ty. That we are not aware of this fact is due only to the habits that govern our
applications of the concept of identity and thus of the concept of reality. Yet, the
truth remains that we cannot know or even have evidence that we will not
conceptualize an experience we shall presently have as one of awakening, and to this
extent, and in this sense, the skeptic is right.
 	To be responsible for the reality of the world is not to have created the world.
What we perceive (indeed, that we perceive at all) and what experiences we have,
including those which we may but need not describe as awakening from a dream, are
not a function of the application of concepts, though what we perceive or experience
something as, is. This is why nothing that I have said implies that there is no room
for what we call objective error about reality, which is most obvious with respect to
the future, in cases of unfulfilled expectation with respect to what we shall perceive
or experience. But even objective error about reality must be so understood that the
"discovery" of it consists in our unexpectedly finding ourselves unwilling to make a
certain application of the concept of identity; this unwillingness is inseparable from
the objective circumstances in which we find ourselves, but it is neither justified nor
unjustified by them. Let me explain.
 	There is no matter of fact that is responsible for what we call objective error.
Objective error is our finding ourselves unwilling to make an application of the
concept of identity which we had expected to be willing to make. It is objective in
two senses: (1) we face a context, which is not our creation, in which we find
ourselves unwilling to make the application, and (2) we expected to be willing to
make the application but it turned out that we are unwilling. But it is an error only
in the now familiar sense of our not having known and indeed having been mistaken
about what future conceptual decisions we would make. This is why the skeptic
cannot simply insist that we cannot know or even have evidence about what our
future perceivings and experiences will be. As I have admitted, there is a sense in
which he is right. But there is a sense also in which he is wrong. Our future
perceivings are objective matters of fact, but they are epistemically relevant only if
conceptualized. What we cannot know or even have evidence for is how we shall
conceptualize them with respect to the identity or nonidentity of their objects with
the objects of certain past and present perceivings. There is no independent sense
in which we can or cannot know or even have evidence for what they will be as a
matter of fact. Of course, this does not mean that they are reducible to concepts or
to applications of concepts. To hold that they are would be to adopt the peculiar
sort of idealism I mentioned earlier. They are the objective contexts that trigger or
fail to trigger manifestations of our conceptual habits. But they do not render those
manifestations true or false, right or wrong.
 	The skeptic may say that our judgments of the past and present reality of what
we perceive presuppose that they will not be withdrawn in the future because of
recalcitrant ("disconfirming") future perceivings, and if we cannot know or even have
evidence that such perceivings will not occur then we cannot know or even have
evidence that any past or present object is real. But to say this would be once again
to ignore the fact that future perceivings do not as such occasion withdrawals of
judgments. They do so only if conceptualized in a certain way with respect to the
identity or nonidentity of their objects with objects of past and present perceivings.
Of course, we could deal with recalcitrant future perceivings, with unfulfilled
expectation, by imposing our concepts of identity and reality in such a way that the
perceivings would not be recalcitrant, the expectation would not be unfulfilled. If
we expected to see a white table and instead saw a black one, we could assert that
black is white! But this would be whimsy, it would not be a serious application of
the concept of identity, it would not be an application that conforms to a habit. Yet,
whether it would not be such, we could not have known or had evidence for in
advance. But, once again, what we could not have known or had evidence for in
advance is not the reality of the perceived objects but what responsible decisions to
apply the concept of identity we would have made later. So, once again, skepticism
turns out to be skepticism about our future decisions.
 The skeptic's victory is limited. It rests, with respect to the reality of material
things, not on the familiar worries about sense perception, but on considerations
regarding the knowability of future decisions or even perhaps regarding free will. It
does not show that the judgments of identity and thus of reality we make now or
have made in the past may be false, but only that we may withdraw them, cancel
them, so to speak. For there is no room for falsehood in such judgments. This
applies, of course, also to the dream‑problem. I cannot know that I shall not
presently have an experience that I shall conceptualize as one of waking up. I do not
take this possibility seriously, it is just an intellectual game to speculate about it, but
I have no argument against it. Yet, in proportion to the limitations of the skeptic's
victory, we too have won a limited victory. We can accept the reality of (some)
material objects, even if we cannot know or even have evidence that the past and
present judgments expressing this acceptance will not be withdrawn in the future.
But we do know that they will not be shown to have been false. And we do know
that we can always remain loyal to them because there is no matter of fact to prevent
us from applying the concepts of identity and reality, though we do not know or even
have evidence that in fact we shall remain loyal to them. The skeptic has not been
given what he wanted but, I believe, he has been given his due.
                
      		 III
	Have we avoided skepticism (even though only to a limited degree) by
accepting idealism? Clearly, much depends on what is meant by "idealism." I
certainly have not said that what we perceive is mental, or that it can exist only if
perceived. On the contrary, our direct realism implies just the opposite. Nor have
I defended what may be called global conceptual idealism (such as Nelson
Goodman's or Hilary Putnam's), usually called irrealism or anti‑realism (or, in
Putnam's case, "internal realism"). Insofar as it merely holds that how the world is
understood (i.e., conceptualized) depends on the concepts we possess, it is a
tautology, though a useful because an explicative one. But insofar as it holds that
our conceptual scheme is not subject to revision by reference to, through comparison
with, the extent and degrees it reflects the objective facts in the world, it is not at all
a tautology and in fact I hold it to be false. Certainly, nothing that I have said leads
to such global irrealism, especially when the latter is presented in a linguistically or
culturally relativistic garb. Usually this would be done through a crass identification
of concepts with words and of a conceptual scheme with a language, the latter
perhaps glorified by being called a "form of life" or made fashionably scientific‑
sounding by being called a "theory" of the world; we even find the world itself
sometimes described as a "text." Yet I have admitted to an irrealist core of my view
namely, that the fundamental concept, that of identity, stands for nothing in the
world, and therefore that its application cannot be judged as true or false, but only
as genuine or whimsical, as fitting or not fitting our habits of its employment.
(Would Aristotle and the medieval philosophers who accepted the doctrine of the
transcendentals count as idealists or indeed even as irrealists just because they held
that being is not a genus, that the concept of being, which of course they regarded
as essential to any thought and knowledge, corresponded to nothing that all beings
share?)
  	Were all other concepts definable solely in terms of the concept of identity,
our view would still differ from the familiar forms of global conceptual irrealism by
reducing all "irrealism" ultimately to irrealism with respect to identity, and of course
it would be free from any linguisticism, by which I mean the view Hilary Putnam
describes as holding that "objects arise out of discourse, rather than being prior to
discourse,"16 a view that has marred much of 20th century philosophy. But they are
not. Most are derived ultimately from what we are aware of, whether perceptually
or intellectually. One cannot have the concept of redness without having seen red
things, at least not the concept of redness a normal sighted person has. To be sure,
a concept is a principle of classification, as H. H. Price argued in the classic work on
the subject, Thinking and Experience,l7 and thus its use in classification presupposes
the concept of identity. But this does not mean that it is derived from the latter
concept and therefore infected by its irreality. It is derived from awareness. The
ordinary concept of redness is derived from seeing red things, not from a definition
such as "x is red iff its color is identical with this [this being a paradigm of redness],"
even if saying that A is red, is true if and only if saying that its color is identical with
this, is also true. As Roderick Chisholm has remarked in a different context, it is
absurd to hold that "in order to believe, with respect to any particular thing x, that
x has a certain property F, one must compare x with some other thing y and thus
assert or believe of x that it has something in common with the other thing y."18
A concept must not be confused with the predicate expressing it. Not all
concepts are expressed by words and not all predicates express concepts. Most color
shades I recognize I cannot name. And a grammatical predicate such as "grue,"
defined as applying to all things "examined before t just in case they are green but
to other things just in case they are blue,"19 expresses before t no applicable
principle of classification that is different from that expressed by "green" and after
t it expresses no applicable principle of classification that is different from that
expressed by "blue." This is why we recognize the greenness of green objects but not
their grueness. Even if an object is in fact grue, we can no more properly say that
in recognizing it as green we are recognizing it as grue than we can say that in
recognizing a certain heavenly body as the evening star we are recognizing it as the
morning star. The view that "grue" is not "projectible" only because it is not
"entrenched" in our actual linguistic practices does indeed lead to conceptual
relativism, but only by assuming what I have called linguisticism.
Once our concept of identity is fixed, that is, our habits of employing it are
established, the general categorial structure of the world is also fixed, and the
adequacy of our statements, theories, and thoughts to it can be determined, in
principle, by a comparison with it. We can even describe this adequacy as truth, in
some sense of "correspondence." (Which sense that would be would depend,
contrary to the prevalent opinion, not on semantic considerations or vague worries
about global realism vs. global anti‑realism, but on what account we can give of the
terms of the relation of correspondence, beliefs and judgments, on one hand, and
states of affairs, on the other; I am uneasy about all of them, and find little in the
literature that is helpful).20 The fact that what true beliefs and judgments corre‑
spond to is in part our work is irrelevant. An architect's beliefs about the building
he has designed or even just plans to design are not less true because he might have
changed his mind, because nothing in the world required that particular design.
Moreover, there may be also the truth and falsehood of our judgments about the
objects of our consciousness before, or in abstraction from, the imposition on them
of the concepts of identity and reality. Such judgments would correspond to the
phenomenological judgments made after the performance of what Husserl called the
phenomenological reduction; our abstracting from the concept of reality would
correspond to his notion of the epoché, the "bracketing" of the reality of the world.
Earlier I referred to Plato's insistence in the Theaetetus that a Heraclitean world, in
which everything is in flux, makes stable, lasting, genuine judgments impossible. The
reason is that in such a world nothing is the same as anything else, nothing is
recognizable. But the phenomenological reduction is not the affirmation of such a
world. It is merely the abstention from affirming the reality of the world as seen
from the natural standpoint. So our irrealism has no special implications regarding
even the truth of phenomenological judgments.
Yet, it may be said, the most important fact about the world is what is
identical with what, and what is not, and our view makes this fact merely one about
our conceptual habits, even if, as we have seen, it does not imply conceptual
relativism. Yes, but what are the alternatives? Those I have already argued against?
Let the skeptic state her counterarguments. If she cannot, perhaps she would see
that her dissatisfaction stems not from a perception of some defect but from the
illusion that Kant tried to dispel more than two centuries ago: that we make no
contribution to our knowledge of the world, and therefore that our knowledge of it
and it itself qua known are not to a large extent a function of our cognitive
endowment, whether perceptual or conceptual or logical.
Our theory is no more open to the charge of idealism than any other theory
is. It is open to the charge of being committed to a very special sort of irrealism.
But if in any case the distinction between reality and what we call knowledge of
reality, has, tautologically, no epistemic cash‑value, our theory at least has the virtue
of providing a specific reason for the ultimate lack of such cash‑value. Of course,
the distinction is perfectly legitimate; it is nonsensical, conceptually incoherent, to
identify reality with our knowledge (or even with the knowability) of reality. And
only if we do make the distinction can we see that it does not have epistemic cash‑
value. Moreover, only if we do make it can we see that nevertheless it has another,
related but perhaps much greater value. Without it we can make no sense of the
idea of seeking knowledge and thus of our motivation to seek knowledge.21
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